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Article 5

MARK WILHELM

The Vocation Movement in
Lutheran Higher Education
This article presents a brief

higher education circles about the concept of vocation

history of the movement to

developed into a movement intent on re-grounding

urge colleges and universi-

Lutheran higher education in the rich intellectual tradition

ties related to the Evangelical

of the Lutheran community. The vocation movement

Lutheran Church in America

accomplished this goal by using Martin Luther’s theology

(ELCA) to view their identity

of vocation to derive the aims and purposes of higher

and mission through the lens

education from a Lutheran viewpoint.

offered by the concept of

The movement arose to answer a very practical

vocation. It argues that the

question: “In what sense is a college Lutheran if it no

vocation movement arose

longer means being a college almost exclusively populated

as Lutheran higher education leaders re-discovered

by Lutherans?” This question was asked with increasing

a wisdom about higher education within the concept

frequency as the percentage of faculty, administrators, and

of vocation as expressed by the Lutheran intellectual

especially students who were personally members of the

tradition. This re-discovery enabled leaders to articulate

Lutheran community noticeably declined. The decline grew

a rationale for educating students to live meaningful,

steadily over the course of the twentieth century, and it

purposeful lives dedicated to the common good.

occurred dramatically at some institutions during the last

As a result of the vocation movement, reclaiming
education for vocation has become the hallmark of ELCA
higher education.

quarter of that century, where the presence of Lutherans
dropped below 10 percent.
This transition accompanied the ending of Lutheran
ethnic separatism, a separatism from mainstream

Changing Conditions in Lutheran
Higher Education

America that had defined Lutheran colleges and all
other aspects of the Lutheran community well into the
early twentieth century. Ethnic separatism had also

Reclaiming vocation as the hallmark of higher education in

meant defacto that Lutheran colleges were operated

the Lutheran tradition occurred in the context of a larger,

by Lutherans for the service of Lutheran students. The

decades-long conversation in the United States about the

vocation movement cannot be understood unless one

aims and purposes of church-related higher education.

realizes it was a response to the collapse of a living ethnic

Within that larger conversation, discussions in Lutheran

culture at all Lutheran colleges that had separated them
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from the general American public. That is, it was not

its institutions of higher education, were actively opened to

just a response to a decline in the numbers of Lutherans

non-Lutherans, not only for the admission of students from

at schools founded by the Lutheran community. The

other backgrounds, but also to the academic subject matter

decline in Lutherans present on Lutheran campuses

and research interests of others. Lutheran scholars had

was the direct result of the collapse of ethnic, separatist

always engaged the wider European-American academic

Lutheranism.

community, but during the twentieth century Lutheran

During the eighteenth, nineteenth, and early twentieth
centuries, Lutheranism in America had been an ethnic,

schools that would one day be part of the ELCA and their
faculties became more deeply engaged in the mainstream
of that larger academic community and in making scholarly—
and hiring—decisions in concert with those who had once

“The movement arose to answer a very

been outsiders to ethnic, separatist Lutheran higher

practical question: ‘In what sense is a

education. This willingness to engage the mainstream

college Lutheran if it no longer means

academic community is shown in the trend among our
schools during the twentieth century to join higher

being a college almost exclusively

education accrediting bodies that expanded in the late nine-

populated by Lutherans?’”

teenth and early twentieth centuries in order to differentiate
serious academic communities from lesser schools and
programs of study, particularly the so-called Bible colleges.

separatist culture serving various branches of German-

The transition also meant that Lutheran students

American and Scandinavian-American communities.

no longer felt restricted to the schools birthed by their

These communities were significantly separated from

communities. Young adult Lutherans who, in a prior

mainstream American society by linguistic and cultural

generation, would have never considered attending a

divides, in addition to religious ones. This reality of

college outside of their community, began to accept

cultural, linguistic, and religious separatism was so

admission to other colleges and universities—from

thoroughly true that Sydney Ahlstrom, the great historian

flagship public universities to the Ivy League in the second

of American Christianity who taught at Yale University in

half of the twentieth century. The shift in practices among

the third quarter of the twentieth century and who was
himself a Lutheran and an active participant in the early
years of the vocation movement, labeled Lutheranism a
“countervailing religion” in his acclaimed book, A Religious
History of the American People (515-26). With the label
“countervailing,” Ahlstrom underscored that Lutherans,
Lutheranism, and its institutions—including its colleges—

“Lutherans began to leave their own
ethnic separatism behind, even as
Lutheran schools increasingly opened
their doors to others.”

spent their initial existence in America set apart from and
counter to mainstream American society. For Lutheran
colleges, being ethnic, separatist institutions meant that

Lutheran students occurred within a larger break-down of

they only served Lutherans, the members of their ethnic

the barriers of ethnic separatism and prejudice—indeed,

tribe, even though Lutheran colleges were formally open

legalized institutional racism—that had prevailed in

to the larger community and some outside of the Lutheran

American culture and had prevented many persons from

orbit participated in them from the beginning.

attending colleges outside of their community. This change

All this changed slowly during the twentieth century, and

was most publicly debated and made visible during the

with increasing rapidity in its second half, as the Lutheran

third quarter of the twentieth century by the opening of

community and its institutions steadily entered mainstream

Harvard College to Jewish Americans and by ending the

American culture. This meant that its institutions, especially

segregation of African Americans into black-only colleges.
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In that larger milieu, Lutherans began to leave their

No formal, collective decision by Lutheran schools or

own ethnic separatism behind, even as Lutheran schools

by church leadership mandated the use of such institu-

increasingly opened their doors to others. As a result,

tional factors to definitively identify a Lutheran school. In

the campuses of Lutheran colleges and universities were

the face of declining numbers of Lutherans at Lutheran

increasingly populated by persons—students, faculty, and

schools, the practice represented an all-too-easy capit-

administrators—who were not Lutherans, while Lutherans

ulation to the American cultural assumption that an

were often studying and working at non-Lutheran schools.

institution exists to serve its founding community and

Other economic and social factors, such as a growing

promote its parochial interests.

professoriate trained in common programs of graduate

Americans, and seemingly people everywhere, believe

education, also drove these changes, but addressing these

that a religious college cannot be a genuinely a religious

factors is beyond the scope this of essay.

college—such as an authentically Lutheran college or

The increased presence of non-Lutherans among

university—unless it is parochial in its practices. They

students, faculty and administrators compelled the

also assume that institutional markers are needed in

leaders of Lutheran institutions to ask—as noted

order for school to be properly Lutheran. These cultural

above—how a college was Lutheran if it was not a

assumptions about the necessarily parochial orientation

college primarily operated by Lutherans for the benefit

of a religious college also insist that the only alternative

of Lutherans. The question never arose, of course, when

for a school is to be secular. As Professor Darrell Jodock

Lutheran colleges functioned as ethnic, separatist insti-

has taught us through his essays and presentations,

tutions; they were simply institutions of the Lutheran

most people cannot accept that a third option is available,

community. But what made them Lutheran if they were

namely, the existence of a college or university grounded in

no longer defined de facto by a primary—and nearly

a religious tradition that does not exist to serve parochial

exclusive—mission to serve Lutherans?

interests (5-6). Hence, Lutheran leaders assumed that

The initial answer to this question focused on institu-

they had to ensure a college or university met parochial

tional markers to define a Lutheran college. Governance

standards if significant numbers of non-Lutherans

documents at Lutheran colleges and universities began

were also involved in the school. Institutional markers

to specify arrangements that had historically been

demonstrated that the necessary standards for Lutheran

assumed, such as specifying that the president must

parochial interests were being met when parochial

be a Lutheran. (In its original iteration, bylaws typically

standards were no longer culturally enforced de facto

specified that the president had to be Lutheran clergy.)

by a nearly exclusive population Lutherans on campus.

Constitutions mandated that certain percentages of

In the 1970s, many leaders at our schools began to

governance board members had to be Lutherans or even

question the adequacy of institutional markers as the way

Lutheran clergy. Admission practices reflected what we

of defining Lutheran higher education. A search began for

would today call affirmative action in favor of Lutheran
students, such as the practice of reserving certain
scholarships for Lutherans. Hiring practices for faculty

“The complexities of institutional issues

and administrators strove to maintain a significant,

and other aspects of the relationship

albeit typically indeterminate, presence of Lutherans
on campus.
The creation and policing of institutional markers such

between the ELCA and its colleges and
universities will always be with us, but

as these was the initial response to the questions arising

the vocation movement points us rightly

from the opening of our schools to many non-Lutheran

to an educational ideal as the defining

students, faculty and administrators. A Lutheran college
or university was Lutheran if it maintained these types of
institutional markers.
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marker of Lutheran higher education.”

a more authentically Lutheran perspective on the mission

education available to people of good will, enabling them

of higher education that was not rooted in parochial

to also pursue a meaningful life that contributes to the

assumptions or norms.

common good through whatever work they undertake.
Persons of good will may not and need not affirm with the

Reclaiming Education for Vocation

Lutheran tradition that God in Christ is the one who calls
people to lead such lives, but from whatever religious or

The search for a more authentic core and definition

ethical motivation, all persons of good will can engage in

for Lutheran higher education is what I have called the

education for vocation at Lutheran schools.

vocation movement. Institutional matters, including
matters of governance and administration, obviously
remain important for our common work. All of your
schools, for example, have some type of constitutional
connection to the ELCA. Service to students, scholars,

“Persons of good will may not and need
not affirm with the Lutheran tradition that

and the mission of the ELCA also remain important. But

God in Christ is the one who calls people

the vocation movement asserts that our common identity

to lead such lives, but from whatever

as Lutheran schools is based in something else. The

religious or ethical motivation, all persons

vocation movement says that a missional commitment to
education for vocation is—and should be acknowledged
as—the defining mark of higher education in the ELCA.

of good will can engage in education for
vocation at Lutheran schools.”

The complexities of institutional issues and other aspects
of the relationship between the ELCA and its colleges
and universities will always be with us, but the vocation

Gaining consensus about the educational ideal of

movement points us rightly to an educational ideal as the

education for vocation has not been easy, nor has it

defining marker of Lutheran higher education.

been achieved among ELCA-related schools. Education

What is the ideal of education rooted in the concept of

for vocation can be a “hard sell.” Significant opposition

vocation and how is this derived from the Lutheran intel-

remains to building the public identity of ELCA higher

lectual tradition? Here I can only offer a short summary.

education around the concept of vocation. This is true even

The doctrine of vocation is the Lutheran tradition’s label

at the many institutions which have embraced vocational

for living life as God intends, namely, living lives that are

reflection as an important programmatic aspect of their

purposeful, worthy, and open to considering the needs of

schools’ mission.

others as well as one’s own and therefore having value

Those who object to the vocation movement and its

both in the eyes of humanity and of God. Lutheran theology

concomitant reaffirmation of the Lutheran identity of their

teaches that people need not spend their lives trying to

schools are not unreasonable. America is rife with examples

curry God’s favor because the good news or gospel of

of religious authority acting to interfere with a school’s free

Jesus Christ proclaims that God freely accepts persons

exercise of its mission. Hardly a month passes without The

as they are. Instead of seeking to find or impress God, to

Chronicle of Higher Education reporting another silly move

be religious is to respond to God’s invitation and call to

in religiously-affiliated higher education, such as the action

follow Jesus, that is, people are to serve rather than be

at a small college in Indiana reported in early July 2015 to

served, living lives—like Jesus—that serve others and

limit the teaching of evolution, bringing with that limitation

contribute to the common good or, in traditional Lutheran

a curtailment of academic freedom. Religious authority has

discourse, “serve the neighbor.” The word vocation, of

also been a source of more sophisticated attacks against

course, means calling, and Lutherans believe they are

self-determination by the academy, such as the Council for

called by God to live lives of service. One way to serve the

Christian Colleges and Universities effort to seek exemption

neighbor is to make opportunities for excellent higher

from gay rights protections. All too often it seems that the
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role of religion in American higher education is negative and

This Lutheran academic tradition, although distorted

sectarian, intruding on academic freedom, and substituting

through decades of ethnic, separatist existence and now

other ends for an authentic educational mission. Critics

not infrequently hidden to many at our schools, continues

of the vocation movement ask, “Why should the Lutheran

to reside in the culture of ELCA schools and inform their

tradition and the vocation movement be any different?”

core commitments. Perhaps the post-modernism sensibility that all persons, communities, and institutions are
formed by a particular history and genealogy will make

“All too often it seems that the role of

it possible for our generation to reclaim, reaffirm, and

religion in American higher education

overtly practice the great Lutheran intellectual tradition in

is negative and sectarian, intruding on

which ELCA colleges and universities stand.
In doing so, we will be affirming that Lutheran colleges

academic freedom, and substituting other

and universities are not defined by their support for an

ends for an authentic educational mission.”

ethnic culture or by their adherence to a check-list of
institutional practices or markers, such as mandating
minimal standards for Lutheran enrollment. Nor are they

Despite the challenges, I remain optimistic that the

Lutheran schools because schooling provides a platform

Lutheran ideal of higher education as defined by the

for promoting parochial Lutheran interests. They are

vocation movement will find acceptance over time. Our

Lutheran because they stand in a 500-year-old intellectual

generation has the chance to reclaim one of the great

tradition that educates for vocation, an education of the

Western educational traditions by remembering the ideal

whole person, prepared to contribute to the common good.

of education for vocation and the Lutheran notion of a

Providing education for vocation to all persons of good

third way for non-sectarian, but authentically religious,

will, whatever their personal religious—or non-religious—

higher education. In doing so, we will be remembering

convictions is educational excellence in the Lutheran

and reclaiming one of the foundational movements that

tradition. It is the vocation of a Lutheran college.

produced our North Atlantic academy and the idea of the
academy’s unfettered freedom to explore the world and
engage in teaching and learning. This essay cannot explore
the links between Lutheranism and our contemporary
North Atlantic academy. Suffice it to say that Lutheran
leaders created the influential German educational system
in the sixteenth century, and their heirs were directly
involved in creating the University of Berlin and the modern
research university model in the nineteenth century.
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